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▪ uses pesticides, herbicides that endanger workers

▪ uses fertilizers that enter the water table, endanger health

▪ requires concrete vaults for ease of lawn maintenance

▪ allows embalming fluids that endanger embalmers

▪ is reaching capacity even in rural areas

A Little History: The Lawn Cemetery



Each year, in 22,500 cemeteries in the US, we bury:

▪ 4.3 million gallons of embalming fluid containing                 
827,060 gallons of formaldehyde

▪ 20 million board feet of hardwoods

▪ 1.6 million tons of concrete

▪ 17,000 tons of copper & bronze

▪ 64,500 tons of steel

Worker safety issues 

▪ 8 x higher risk of leukemia for embalmers (11.24.09 Journal of National Cancer Institute)

▪ 3 x higher risk of ALS for embalmers (7.13.15 Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery & Psychiatry)

▪ COPD, neurological disorders, cancer for maintenance workers 
due to herbicides, pesticides, fertilizers

Environmental Impact of Lawn Burial



Environmental Impact of Cremation

▪ uses fossil fuels to maintain 
1900° F 2+ hours 

▪ releases mercury and other 
elements into air and water 
(Britain estimates  cremation accounts for 16% of 
emissions)

▪ produces 250 lbs. CO₂ per 
cremation

▪ produces byproduct 
emissions of nitrogen oxide, 
sulfur dioxide, dioxins, 
particulates



What is Green Burial?

▪ A way of caring for the dead that furthers one or more 
environmental aims such as:
▪ the protection of worker health

▪ conservation of natural resources

▪ reduction of carbon emissions

▪ preservation/restoration of habitat

▪ Eliminates use of:
▪ toxic chemical embalming

▪ metal or exotic wood caskets

▪ concrete, fiberglass, or plastic vaults

▪ Encourages:
▪ locally sourced biodegradable containers

▪ family participation

▪ environmentally sound management practices
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▪ do not attempt to inhibit 
decomposition

▪ employ environmentally 
sustainable practices

▪ encourage philosophy of 
stewardship

▪ may support land trusts, 
conservation lands, 
recreational preserves

Green Cemeteries:
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Scientific Reports

▪ 3 – 4 foot depth optimum temp, 
moisture level for rapid, aerobic 
decomposition

▪ Shallow burial optimizes land 
otherwise unusable

▪ Surface humus buffers soil pH, binds 
metals

▪ No soil or water contamination 
reported in or near green cemeteries

▪ No animal disturbances reported in 
green cemeteries



Mythbusting

Embalming
▪ not legally required

▪ policy for funeral home viewing

▪ preserves body for up to 2 weeks

▪ has no protective properties

Vaults
▪ not legally required

▪ policy of lawn cemeteries for 
maintenance reasons

▪ have no protective properties



Public Safety

▪ “Once a human dies, infectious agents that would be of any 
concern, including those on the individual’s skin or internal organs, 
is greatly diminished…there simply is no measurable risk of that 
body transmitting an infectious disease agent…” —Dr. Michael 
Osterholm, Center for Infectious Disease Policy and Research (CID) 

▪ “There is little evidence of microbiological contamination of 
groundwater from burial…Microorganisms involved in the decay 
process (putrefaction) are not pathogenic.” —Pan American Health 
Organization (PAHO)



Why Choose Green Burial?

▪ sense of place

▪ religious doctrine

▪ individual preference

▪ environmental impact

▪ cost

▪ authenticity

▪ intrinsic value

▪ invitation to participate
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Green Burial Reform Drivers

Who wants a green burial?

▪ transcends all socio-economic-

political boundaries

▪ eco-conscious consumers

▪ babyboomers

▪ members of spiritual 

communities

And why?

▪ environmental stewardship

▪ economics

▪ aesthetics
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The Return to Ritual

▪ Feeds the human spirit

▪ Acknowledges change in the 
community

▪ Deepens connections

▪ Tells the personal story

▪ Reclaims ritual shroud practices

▪ Provides the opportunity for 
graveside service
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A New View



Hybrid burial grounds

▪ in conventional cemetery

▪ no vaults

▪ biodegradable containers

Natural burial grounds

▪ in green cemetery

▪ prohibits toxic chemicals, non-organic 
caskets, vaults, non-native markers

Conservation burial grounds

▪ on easement or land trust

▪ land preservation with burial fees creating 
revenue stream to further conservation, 
restoration, recreation paths

Types of Green Burial Cemeteries
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The Growing Demand

▪ 1998 1st US green cemetery

▪ More than 200 green 

cemeteries

Surveys say interest is rising:

▪ AARP 2007 42%

▪ Kates-Boyleston 2008 43%

▪ FAMIC Harris Poll 2015 64%

▪ US Catholic 2011 80%

▪ NFDA 2018 53.8%
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Beware Greenwashing



Solutions to Invented Problems



where death is where life goes on

destroys  open space forever
preserves natural ecosystem while 
supporting recreation, research, 
education, agriculture, forestry

We Have a Choice
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Your Call to Action

▪ Become a Friend of the GBC

▪ Join the movement to create change in your community

▪ Get access to tools that will help you spread the word

▪ Read

▪ 10 Things You Can Say or Do to Promote Green Burial (GBC)

▪ Start-Up Tips for Green Burial Cemetery Operators (GBC)

▪ On the Way to the Green Burial Cemetery:  A Handbook for 

Families (GBC)

▪ Reach Out

▪ Contact cemetery trustees, owners to request change

▪ Present to libraries, civic groups, churches, events



Where to find more information

• What Every Funeral Director Needs to Know About Green Funerals 

• On the Way to the Green Burial Cemetery: A Handbook for Families

• Real Answers to Questions Real People Ask About Green Burial

• Why Green Burial is a Veteran’s Issue

• To Lie Down in Green Pastures: the Catholic Church leads the way in 
green burial

• Sample Website Language for Funeral Homes Offering HF & GB 
Assistance

• Suggested Goods and Services List for Funeral Directors



For More Information

▪ Roxanne Walsh

▪ Info@RoxanneWalsh.com or phone 587-573-2423

▪ Author of “Planning for a Good Death – User’s Guide and 
Workbook,” Certified Funeral Celebrant, Commissioner for Oaths

Green Burial Council

www.greenburialcouncil.org

888.966.3330

mailto:Info@RoxanneWalsh.com

